Fungal Hydrophobins and Their Self-Assembly into Functional Nanomaterials.
In recent years, much attention has focused on incorporating biological and bio-inspired nanomaterials into various applications that range from functionalising surfaces and enhancing biomolecule binding properties, to coating drugs for improved bioavailability and delivery. Hydrophobin proteins, which can spontaneously assemble into amphipathic layers at hydrophobic:hydrophilic interfaces, are exciting candidates for use as nanomaterials. These unique proteins, which are only expressed by filamentous fungi, have been the focus of increasing interest from the biotechnology industry, as evidenced by the sharply growing number of hydrophobin-associated publications and patents. Here, we explore the contribution of different hydrophobins to supporting fungal growth and development. We describe the key structural elements of hydrophobins and the molecular characteristics that underlie self-assembly of these proteins at interfaces. We outline the multiple roles that hydrophobins can play in supporting aerial growth of filamentous structures, facilitating spore dispersal and preventing an immune response in the infected host. The growing understanding of the hydrophobin protein structure and self-assembly process highlights the potential for hydrophobin proteins to be engineered for use in a variety of novel applications that require biocompatible coatings.